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Abstract: This project presents the design of multi-access system using arduino and I button. The system performs applications like identification and verification of digital door lock, data security and electronic money transaction, displaced registration details and also gives access to the system. This system becomes very secure and reliable solution to many problems and has hardware simplicity which is specific to one wire technology. The key part of the whole system is ibutton. The ibutton is a computer chip enclosed in a 16mm thick stainless steel can. Because of this unique and durable container, up-to-date information can travel with a person or object anywhere they go. Various components used in this system are 1-wire network, ibutton, digital lock, relay, EEPROM memories.

I. Introduction

The i-Button device is a computer chip enclosed in a 16mm thick stainless steel ‘can’. The steel i-Button device can be mounted virtually anywhere. It is a small and portable enough to attach to a key fob, ring, watch or other personal items. Because of this unique and durable container up to date information can travel with a person or object anywhere they go. Each i-Button device has a unique and unalterable address. The address can be used as a key or identifier for each i-Button device. i-Button can offer additional features that RFID and barcodes can’t. The i-Button is ideal for any application where information needs to travel with person or object.

Using i-Button data server will secured i-Button will be given as a input to the i-Button reader. i-Button reader contains two electrical contact area for i-Buttons one for simply touching the i-Buttons to the reader for momentary contact and second with an extra push. i-Button reader will be connected to the Arduino Microcontroller which will provide standard form factor that breaks out the function of the microcontroller into a more accessible package for displaying information on LCD screen.
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III. Methodology

Tools used:
1. ibutton
2. Arduino Microcontroller
3. ibutton Reader
4. LCD
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- **I-Button:**
The ibutton device is a computer chip enclosed in a 16mm thick stainless steel “can”. Because of this unique and durable container, up to date information can travel with a person or object anywhere they go.

- **i-Button Reader:**
Button reader contains two electrical contact area for i-Buttons one for simply touching the i-Buttons to the reader for momentary contact and second with an extra push.

- **Arduino Microcontroller:**
Arduino Microcontroller will provide standard form factor that breaks out the function of the microcontroller into a more accessible package.

- **LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)**
LCD modules are most commonly used in most embedded project, the reason being is its cheap price, availability, and programmer friendly. We will use 16*2 LCD. There are lot of combinations available like 8*1, 8*2, 10*2, 16*1 etc. But the most used one is 16*2 LCD.

IV. Block Diagram

```
IBUTTON READER  ►  AURDINO MICROCONTROL  ►  SERVER (ATM, DATA SERVER, USER)
        ↓                ↓                         ↓
         ↑                ↑                         ↑
         LCD
```
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